
PHOENIX DOMES 
SETUP INSTRUCTIONS – 4V Dome 
 
Disclaimer: setting up a large 4V dome will require a significant amount of manpower and/or use of some 
machinery.  
Setting up your own Dome is entirely at your own risk. Please use extreme caution on scaffolding, ladders, 
and when handling the bars. Protective equipment such as hard hats, work boots and gloves is 
recommended.  
 
Tools required: 

•  Impact driver with sockets (long) – 19mm and 17mm (1/2” and 11/16” will work too) 
• A long sturdy rope 
• A set of 4 ratchet straps 
• Gloves with good grip and hard hats are recommended 
• Scissor jack or scaffolding 

 
Door Frame:  

• Build a simple door frame from 2x6 lumber – 2 side pieces of 82 ½” and 1 top piece of 39” for a 34” 
wide door, or 41” for a 36” wide pre-hung door. 

• Have some pieces of trim ready for both the inside and outside of the door 
 
There are 2 ways to assemble a large dome:  
From the ground up or from the top down.  
The top-down method has the advantage that people can work on the ground. However, many strong hands 
(10+ people for a 9 or 10m dome) or machinery such as a fork lift, crane, or tractor with a bucket will be 
needed to lift the dome as it grows upwards.  
 
For the ground up method, we strongly recommend renting a scissor lift if available in your area. Otherwise, 
scaffolding will be needed, ideally rolling scaffolding. Please do not assemble a large dome using ladders alone 
as this would be extremely hazardous as well as time consuming. 2 people on the scissor lift can do the 
assembly with a 3rd handing up the bars. With Rolling scaffolding, 2 people can be on top with 2 more pushing 
them to the next location and handing them bars.  
 

Sort your bars: 
 #1 – 30 pieces 
 #2 – 30 pieces  
#3 – 60 pieces 
#4 – 70 pieces 
#5 – 30 pieces 
#6 – 30 pieces 
There are also some bars marked with W to attach the door frame (refer to your diagram) and some 
unmarked, straight bars for the cover tensioning.  
*please make sure all struts are accounted for BEFORE beginning setup. It has happened that someone 
makes a mistake during setup, and then believes they are missing/have the wrong struts even if this is 
not the case.  

 

 



 
 
Ground Up Method:  
 

1. Lay out the dome feet on the perimeter of your dome. 
2. Attach the first layer of bars (all #4) according to the diagram loosely with the bolt and nut, and put 

your door frame in place.  
3. Start working your way up layer by layer, loosely attaching the nuts, undoing them to add the next 

layer. Once a layer is completed, you can tighten the nuts on the previous layer a bit more.  
4. Fasten your door frame at the bottom, middle and top with the short bars marked with W as per the 

diagram. (This can be done afterwards as well) 
5. If you have welded triangle pieces for your vents or solar fan: install them where the vents are going 

according to your diagram – the bar numbers are stamped on the triangles as well, make sure they 
correspond to the bars in the diagram 

6. Once you have fastened the last bolt, tighten all the nuts. A long socket on an impact driver will speed 
this up considerably.  

 
 

 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
The frame is completed! 



Top Down Method:  
 
 

1. Start with the center star of the dome, attach the perimeter, and go around in a spiral adding the next 
layer of bars as per the diagram.  

2. Lift the growing dome and place it on blocks, saw horses, etc. as you go around 
3. As it grows bigger, many hands, a crane, fork lift, or other machinery will be needed to lift up. Watch 

your back, use your legs to lift!  
 

 

  
           



 
 
 

DIY Door Frame:  
 
Build a simple door frame from 2x6 lumber – 2 side 
pieces of 82 ½” and 1 top piece of 39” for a 34” wide 
door, or 41” for a 36” wide pre-hung door 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Installing the insulation: 
Skip this step and go to cover installation if you don’t 
have insulation 

 
1. Pull the reflective bubble wrap insulation over and line it up with door and panorama window.  
2. Center the insulation and use some tape or zip ties to temporarily hold it in place so it does not move 

when pulling the cover.  
3. Make cuts where needed with scissors or an exacto knife (don’t cut out the windows yet).  
4. The bubble wrap is not a super precise fit, which won’t matter later on once the cover is on. 
5. If you get any holes or tears in the bubble wrap in the process, don’t worry. You can tape them up 

later. You will have plenty of extra material from cutting out the windows.  
 

 
 



 

Installing the cover: 
 
These are the bars to tighten down the cover:  
 

 
 

1. If you have the removable panorama window, zip it in place now.  
2. Lay out your cover and line it up with the panorama window in the location it will go, on the bottom of 

the cover.  
3. Insert one of the tightening bars into its sleeve on the opposite (top) side to pull on. Loop a long, 

strong rope through the holes of the bar and tie a loop (a bowline is good so you can still undo it after!) 
4. Loop the rope over the top of the dome. It helps if someone standing on a ladder inside the dome can 

guide the rope (won’t work if there’s insulation) 
5. Get some muscle! A whole bunch of people, a winch, or trailer hitch on a truck  
6. Pull slowly until the cover is over, having extra helpers lift from the back, pull and spread it around the 

sides, and make sure it does not get stuck anywhere. Be 
extra cautious if using machinery to pull to make sure 
the cover slides and is centered – otherwise you may rip 
the sleeve.  

7. It is fairly easy to rotate the cover once it is fully on, 
simply by several people grabbing a piece of the bottom 
and giving a tug at the same time. 
 
 



 
 

8. Insert the tensioning bars into all the sleeves, and use the J-hooks to fasten them to the bars 
9. Go around and tension the cover down evenly, starting from the door working backwards. A few 

ratchet straps will help pull the cover towards the door and down until the J-hooks can reach. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



10. Fasten the cover around the door frame with 
trim  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INSTALLING THE FABRIC LINING: 

1. Lay out the inner liner inside the dome, line up the door opening, and drape it over top of your ladder 
or scaffolding with the smooth side down.  

2. Pin up the fabric lining by pushing the bolt ends through the grommets and attaching it with a plastic 
nut.  

3. Now, cut out your windows/vents in the reflective layer. You can leave the top edge of the triangle 
vents attached and tuck it up behind the liner, so that it can be rolled down for really cold days.  

4. Trim the reflective layer carefully around the panorama window and skylight.  
5. Wrap the edges of the pleather around the struts surrounding the windows, vents and skylight and use 

the long white plastic clips to fasten it.  
6. Attach the edges of the pleather to the door frame with trim.  

 

         



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Installing the curtain:  
1. Attach the curtain rod pieces together with the fittings provided and tighten the screws.  
2. Slide all of the rollers onto the curtain rod.  
3. Attach the end pieces and tighten the screws.  
4. Attach the curtain brackets on the hubs above the windows with an extra nut, or take off the nut 

already in place and re-tighten. 
5. Clip the curtain rod onto the curtain brackets 
6. Attach the metal hooks onto the curtain 
7. Hook the curtain hooks onto the sliders.  

Due to the curved shape of the window, the curtain may have a tendency to slide outwards. A clip, magnet or 
Velcro will help keep the curtain closed as needed. You may also attach the outer edges of the curtain to the 
side hubs of the window so there is no gap on the sides.  

 
 

 


